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Fig. 1. A general view of interruption management model

Today, with the development of science and technology, we hope to improve human-agent interaction, agents will become more 'human-like', so that they communicate autonomously with humans both verbally and non-verbally. A challenge for the Embodied Conversational Agent is then to handle and manage speaking turn exchanges, and, more particularly interruptions, these are inherent in human-human interaction. We present our ongoing work on modeling interruption management in human-agent interaction. Our research contains two main aspects: 1) when and how should the virtual agent interrupt human users, and 2) how should the virtual agent respond when being interrupted by human users. To achieve this goal, we first started by analyzing human-human interaction data.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human agent interaction (HAI).
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the development of science and technology, human-computer interfaces are more and more involved in daily life. Among them, Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) are particularly appreciated as they allow 'human-like' interactions using verbal and nonverbal cues. However, there are still many difficulties in their development, such as interruption management.

In face-to-face interaction, interlocutors quickly and frequently exchange the roles of listener and speaker. Turn management is one of the skills needed for social interaction. During this exchange of turns, interruptions, overlaps or silences may occur. Even with cultural and gender variants [18, 23], researches show remarkable commonalities during
interactions, such as the avoidance of overlapping or the minimum gap between turns [30]. So, exploring the structure of human conversation is important for research on human-agent interaction.

In most cases, during an interaction, speaking turns are exchanged smoothly and the transitions with no gap and no overlap are common [25]. Coordination is smooth when the listener and the speaker are coordinated: the listener waits for her turn or sends signals to indicate that she wants to take the turn. On the other hand, the listener may not want to take the turn signalled by the current speaker, resulting in silences, or may want to take the turn before the current speaker finishes, resulting in an interruption.

Actually, in natural interaction, the listener predicts roughly the duration and content remaining before the end of a sentence [12]. This ability is necessary to minimize pauses and speech overlaps between partners. Indeed, because the planning time necessary for the production of the next turn (600ms to 1500ms) [30] is much longer than the duration of gaps between turns (100ms to 300ms) [14], human should have already made the decision and started preparing for the coming turn exchange before the end of the utterance.

Humans are good at this kind of coordination to exchange the speaking turn with small overlaps or gaps, but for Conversational Agents, we always have the problem of sudden interruptions and long responding delay. Kirchhoff & Ostendorf also mentioned about the challenge about “multi” input/output in the conversation [19].

Giving the agent the capacity to interrupt human users or to respond in time to an interruption helps to improve the quality of interaction and to increase the engagement in the conversation [31]. Thus, the agent should be able to observe human signals and make its own decisions about when and how to interrupt, for example human tends to interrupt more at syntactic and prosodic boundaries [13]. Likewise, when interrupted by human, the agent should be able to recognize the type of interruption and replan its own behaviour on the fly.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORKS

Participants quickly exchange turns during conversations, sometimes even with overlaps, but not all overlaps can be counted as interruptions. Shegloff calls a change of speaking turn an interruption when a participant B intervenes while the current speaker A still holds the floor of the conversation, without letting A finish their turn [28].

2.1 Interruption

Interruptions occur frequently in natural interactions and should be considered when modeling turn-taking. Interruptions in a conversation have different meanings. In order to appropriately interrupt the user or to respond to user’s interruption, we should first classify the interruptions according to their purpose, then generate the most reliable reaction for the agent. According to Julia A. Goldberg, we can broadly divide them into two strategies: competitive and cooperative interruptions [11].

Competitive interruption occurs when the listener aims to control the interaction. This type of interruption usually disrupts the flow of dialogue between the interlocutors and can be seen as a conflict. A competitive interruption can be classified into four sub-types [22]:

- **Disagreement**: the listener disagrees with the speaker and expresses immediately her own opinion.
- **Floor taking**: the listener grabs the turn and continues its development.
- **Topic change**: it involves changing completely the current topic and starting a new one.
- **Tangentialization**: the listener sums up information from the current speaker to end the turn and avoid unwanted information.
On the opposite, cooperative interruptions aims to help to complete the current turn [22]:

- **Agreement**: the listener shows agreement, compliance, understanding or support with the speaker.
- **Assistance**: the listener provides the current speaker with a word, a phrase or an idea to complete the turn.
- **Clarification**: the listener asks the current speaker to clarify or explain to understand the message expressed by the speaker.

The two strategies are very similar in the local discourse characteristics, but they are very different in the way information is exchanged between the partners [22] and the social attitudes they conveyed [3].

![Fig. 2. Classification of interruption and smooth speaker exchange [2]](image)

As we just said, an interruption could start with an overlap (simple interruption), or not (silent interruption), we also consider if the interruption is successful, or not (butting-in interruption).

Figure 2 shows the taxonomy of interruptions defined by Beattie [2]. We focus on simple, silent and butting-in interruptions in our research.

### 2.2 Models

Several computational models to predict when an interruption may occur or to simulate agent’s behaviors in response to being interrupted have been proposed. They relied on analyzing human-human data.

Researchers show that one needs time to generate one’s own speech before taking the turn [14, 23]; even a single word would take 600 ms, and another 200 ms for pre-articulation preparation such as breathing and vocal track [6, 27]. Some nonverbal behaviours such as head nod may be produced. They are faster to output than speech [15].

These nonverbal cues have been studied to predict upcoming interruptions or turn exchanges. A deep residual network is used in [5] to model acoustic features and predict the timing of interruption. Lee et al. [21] choose both speaker’s acoustic cues and listener’s gestural cues to predict the interruption timing in a dyadic conversation. Martin Johansson and Gabriel Skantze [16] highlight the importance of syntactic and semantic completeness, gaze direction and head pose for predicting the turn-taking opportunity in a collaborative multi-party human-robot interaction.

In previous works mentioned above [5, 16, 21], predictive models predict only the interruption timing while the interruption type is neglected.
To respond appropriately when being interrupted by a human, the agent should be able to distinguish different types of interruption. Lee et al. [20] compare the speech intensity, hand motion, and disfluency differences between different types of interruptions. Yang et al. [35] mention that competitive interruptions have typically higher pitch and louder amplitude than cooperative ones in order to gain attention, while cooperative interruptions are usually at lower or medium pitch levels. G.Skantze also gave a discussion about handling user interruptions [29].

Combining acoustic features, head movement and gaze direction, Truong’s model [32] is able to distinguish between cooperative and competitive overlaps with a delay of 0.6 second after the start of overlaps. Truong also finds that competitive overlaps show higher levels in both intensity and energy in the mid-range frequency than cooperative overlaps.

Most of the interruption classification models mentioned above are based on long temporal windows before and after the interruption points, which lacks immediacy to apply in real-time human-agent interaction.

3 RESEARCH QUESTION

We aim to develop an ECA able to handle interruptions. We consider two aspects:

• **ECA interrupts human user**: the agent must decide when (timing) and how (interruption type) to interrupt the human user, and according to the human user’s reaction, whether to continue to grab the turn or to abandon the interruption.

• **ECA interrupted by human user**: the agent should be able to recognize different types of interruption and to decide how to respond to user’s interruption. It can ignore the interruption and continue the current turn, or can quit and yield the current turn to the human user.

4 APPROACH

To develop such a model, we started by analysing two multi-modal human-human interaction databases. We annotated them using an annotation schema for interruptions (see Section 6) and performed automatic acoustic and visual feature analysis for each interruption. This first study concerns both the timing of the interruptions and the multi-modal features before and during the interruption. In a next step, we aim to choose the most relevant features to build a decision model so the agent can be an interrupter and an interruptee.

When conversing, participants exchange multimodal signals, adapt to each other behaviours through imitation or synchronization [7, 25, 34]. We aim to also consider the agent’s behavioural adaptation. Our idea is to generate a human-agent interactive loop, which takes current human and agent behaviours as input, and predicts the next agent’s behaviour that will be used, in turn, as input for a future decision. This interactive loop between the agent and a human user, will allow the agent to adjust continuously its behaviour to adapt to the human’s one and to better predict and react to interruption.

• **ECA interrupts human user**: We will develop a reinforcement learning model which has shown to be successful to model decision making process. The model will take as input multimodal data from both user and ECA: facial expressions (Action Units), body movement (hand gesture, body rotation, head movement), gaze direction and acoustic features (F0, Energy, MFCC). It will take also dialog acts extracted from human user’s speech.

• **ECA interrupted by human user**: We propose to develop a Transformer [33] based multimodal model taking as input the nonverbal behavior of the human user: facial expression, body movement, gaze direction, acoustic
features. Speech content of the agent and of the human, described with dialog act and keywords, will also serve as input to the model. For these last features we will rely on incremental dialog processing technology [17].

Our work will be evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. In the first instance, performance measurements will help in the development of the model. Then, the model will be integrated into the GRETA platform [24] for a perceptual study to assess its credibility, quality and acceptability through face-to-face interaction with human users.

5 DATA

For this work, we make use of the IEMOCAP corpus [23]. IEMOCAP was collected to study different modalities in expressive speech. The database is made of five dyadic sessions. Each session consists of a pair of male-female actors acting 7 scripted plays and 8 spontaneous dialogues in predefined scenarios. We focus on the spontaneous part, which is close to five hours in total. The corpus was manually transcribed and segmented at the utterance level. It was also annotated with the emotion labels (happiness, anger, sadness, frustration and neutral state) [26]. We also use the NoXi corpus [4], which consists of free conversations in 45 given topics, in seven languages. We consider only the French part for our research (21 dyadic conversations), which is close to 7 hours. All videos are manually transcribed and segmented.

We have extracted visual information for both corpora. With Openface [1] we have extracted head rotation in 3 axes, and 17 action units (AU) coded with Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [8]. With Alphapose [10] we can get the movement of 15 key points (except the two points on the feet that we don’t have on the video). In the NoXi database we have well separated audio sources that allow us to extract the acoustic features for each participant. This is not the case for the IEMOCAP database. So, for the NoXi database, acoustic features such as fundamental frequency, loudness, energy and MFCCs coefficients, are extracted using Opensmile [9] after a denoising process.

6 INTERRUPTION ANNOTATION

We manually annotated the interruptions for both IEMOCAP and NoXi databases with the annotation schema presented in Figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Interruption annotation schema](image)

According to different turn type, we first classify each voice track exchange into interruption, back-channel or smooth turn-exchange. Back-channels such as "hmm", "yeah" and "ok", who is not grabbing the turn, are considered as
interjects phatic responses to the speaker. Smooth turn-exchanges and interruptions are not distinguished by gaps and overlaps, one important variable is the semantic utterance completion. Even overlapped, the voice track exchange should be marked as smooth turn-exchange if the speaker completed the utterance. Even with gaps, the voice track exchange should be marked as interruption if the listener grabbed the turn before the speaker complete the utterance. Smooth turn exchange correspond only to the successful speaking turn exchange, while interruptions can be successful and failed cases. Both cases can be marked as cooperative or competitive, and “other” when the interrupter quit too fast to recognize its type.

953 interruptions in IEMOCAP and 1367 interruptions in NoXi were annotated, in which we found a significant difference between successful interruptions and failed ones (IEMOCAP: 92.4% success vs. 7.6% failure, NoXi: 87.52% success vs. 12.48% failure). Most of the interruptions were initiated with overlaps (87.6% with overlaps). For both corpora, floor taking interruption takes the most part of competitive interruption (43.3% in IEMOCAP, 63.6% in NoXi), and agreement takes the most part of cooperative ones (63.7% in IEMOCAP, 79.02% in NoXi).

7 FUTURE WORK

We have presented our research question, general concept and data preparation with some primary insights. We still need to conduct further work. Our research plan is as follows:

- 2021: We plan to finish the human-human interaction data analysis, the selection of features, and build the first decision model of “agent -> human interruption”, able to decide when to interrupt and the type of the interruption.
- 2022: We will develop the decision model of an ‘ECA interrupted by human user’, able to recognize and respond to human user’s interruption. Then we will integrate this decision model with a behavioural generation model and integrate it into the GRETA platform.
- 2023: We will conduct perceptual studies with user experimentation, to evaluate the credibility, interaction quality and acceptability of our model.

8 DISCUSSION

Interruptions in human-human conversation occur often. They are part of the conversation dynamism. Depending of their type, interruptions can be perceived as being more or less polite by the current speaker. In human-agent interaction, it is important to understand when an agent can interrupt a user but also would the user tolerates such an act by the agent? Are the interruptions in human-agent interaction perceived as in human-human interaction? Will they have the same effect as expected?

We aim to develop an interruption model based on human-human interaction data. The data we consider are dyadic interactions in rather natural settings. It has been annotated at different levels: interruptions strategies, interruptions success, and nonverbal behaviors of both, interruptee and interrupter.

Another important aspect of our work is to understand how an interrupting agent is perceived at the level of the agent itself and of the interaction quality.
9 CONCLUSION

Interruptions occur quite often during an interaction. Our aim is to endow an ECA with the capacity to handle them, being both an interrupter and an interruptee. We started by analysing human-human interaction data, and will develop a neuro-network model for interruption management.
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